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Introduction

This report looks at engagement, comment and 
demographic data from the East Renfrewshire 
engagement in Clarkston. The projects ran on the 
Commonplace online engagement platform between 
3/10/2022 and 15/11/2022, and can still be viewed at 
the East Renfrewshire Programme Page.

https://eastrenfrewshireprogramme.commonplace.is/


Methodology

Respondents were asked to provide comments, and then to 
provide their email address - while this step is optional, it 
provides an additional layer of verification. The data in this 
report includes comments from those who did not provide 
their email address.

Respondents were then asked to provide some optional 
demographic information about themselves, in order to 
establish a balanced response and identify whether any groups 
were underrepresented.

Commonplace employs a variety of ʻanti-gamingʼ mechanisms 
to ensure the integrity of the data collected.

Comments and agreements

A ʻcommentʼ is counted whenever a respondent submits a 
response to a survey, regardless of whether any free text 
comments were provided. If a project has multiple ʻtilesʼ 
including survey questions, a separate comment is counted for 
a submission on each ʻtile .̓

Respondents were also able to add one ʻagreementʼ per 
comment to any comment other than their own.



Headline figures

 2151  website visitors
 226  respondents
 376  comments
 1381  agreements
 276  news subscribers



The chart above shows different sources of traffic to the 
project over time.

The table below  shows these sources broken down by whether 
the respondent contributed, read a large amount of content, 
read a small amount of content, or ʻbouncedʼ (i.e. left the site 
without completing any action).

Reach



Demographic reach

Respondents were asked a series of questions about themselves in order to understand whether any 
particular groups are under-represented. All questions were optional.



Connection to area



Postcode

This map shows postcodes from respondents who provided 
them. The number on each house icon represents the number 
of respondents from that postcode, and the colour represents 
the average ʻsentimentʼ from respondents from that postcode.

A live version of the map can be accessed via the project 
dashboard.



Age group



Employment status



Comment analysis
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